Activity 1: The Cranberries: Dreams
This is a listening activity. You will need internet access.
Listen to this audio clip and complete the questions below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yam5uK6e-bQ

Introduction: 0.00-0.33 seconds
1) Name three instruments you can hear in the introduction.
1__________________________________________________
2__________________________________________________
3_________________________________________________
2) What is the time signature of the introduction.

3) What is the tonality of the introduction.
___________________________________________________________________________

Verse One: 0.33-1.33 seconds
The lyrics for verse one are given below.
1. Oh, my life, is changing every day, in every possible way.
2. And oh, my dreams, it's never quite as it seems, never quite as it seems
3. I know I've felt like this before, but now I'm feeling it even more, because it came from you
4.Then I open up and see, the person falling here is me, a different way to be

Using letter names give the form of verse 1.

A
List three changes that occur in the music in this verse.
1)______________________________________________
2) ______________________________________________
3) ______________________________________________

Verse Two: 1.48-2.48 seconds
1)

Which of the following rhythm patterns is the bass guitar playing repeatedly.

2)

What word can be used to describe a constantly repeating rhythmic pattern.
______________________________________________________

3)
On the blank stave below write out the rhythm of the BASS DRUM. Make sure to
insert the time signature

4)

The drum kit part features
◼

snare rolls

◼

drum fills

◼

cymbal rolls

5)

Underline the words in the lyrics below where chord changes take place in verse
two. Line one is done for you.
The lyrics for verse two one are given below.
1. I want more, impossible to ignore, impossible to ignore
2. They'll come true, impossible not to do, impossible not to do
3. Now I tell you openly, you have my heart so don't hurt me, you're what I couldn't find
4. Totally amazing mind, so understanding and so kind, you're everything to me

Activity Two: Song Research
This verse of this song is based around the chord progression E major, A major, B major, E
major or chords I-IV-V-I
Use the following website www.hooktheory.com/trends to find other songs that use that
chord progression. Make sure to change the key in the top left corner to E major. Make a
playlist of five of these songs below.
1 ________________________________

4 ________________________________

2________________________________

5 ________________________________

3________________________________

